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ABSTRACT
The article presents the possibilities of using digital games in the process of professional training of social educators. It was found that for the development of digital game-centered learning it is necessary to combine the efforts of public, private, charitable and public institutions and organizations that prepare for game design, training, organize exhibitions, competitions, festivals, which is the main direction of modern education as an important component. Competencies of the 21st century were talked about. It is determined that the use of computer games enhances the freedom of experiment, identity and social rewards, deepens personal experience by developing three basic needs for training motivation: competence (student feels the process of acquiring new knowledge and skills); autonomy (the student feels control over the educational process); interconnectedness (the student feels the connection with colleagues during the educational process). It is proved that the use of digital games in the professional training of social educators is an innovative and promising vector for the modernization of the educational process in modern higher education institutions as a whole.
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RESUMO
O artigo apresenta as possibilidades de utilização de jogos digitais no processo de formação profissional de educadores sociais. Verificou-se que para o desenvolvimento da aprendizagem centrada no jogo digital é necessário combinar os esforços de instituições e organizações públicas, privadas, caritativas e públicas que se preparam para a concepção de jogos, formação, organização de exposições, concursos, festivais, que é a principal direcção da educação moderna como uma componente importante. Falou-se sobre as competências do século XXI. É determinado que a utilização de jogos de computador aumenta a liberdade de experiência, identidade e recompensas sociais, aprofunda a experiência pessoal ao desenvolver três necessidades básicas de motivação para a formação: competência (o estudante sente o processo de aquisição de novos conhecimentos e competências); autonomia (o estudante sente o controlo sobre o processo educativo); interconectividade (o estudante sente a ligação com os colegas durante o processo educativo). Está provado que a utilização de jogos digitais na formação profissional de educadores sociais é um vector inovador e promissor para a modernização do processo educativo em instituições de ensino superior modernas como um todo.


RESUMEN
El artículo presenta las posibilidades de utilizar juegos digitales en el proceso de formación profesional de los educadores sociales. Se descubrió que para el desarrollo del aprendizaje digital centrado en los juegos es necesario combinar los esfuerzos de las instituciones y organizaciones públicas, privadas y benéficas que se preparan para el diseño de juegos, la formación, la organización de exposiciones, concursos, festivales, que es la dirección principal de la educación moderna como un componente importante. Se habló de las competencias del siglo XXI. Se determina que el uso de los juegos de ordenador aumenta la libertad de experimentación, la identidad y las recompensas sociales, profundiza en la experiencia personal desarrollando tres necesidades básicas para la motivación de la formación: competencia (el estudiante siente el proceso de adquisición de nuevos conocimientos y habilidades); autonomía (el estudiante siente el control sobre el proceso educativo); interconexión (el estudiante siente la conexión con sus compañeros durante el proceso educativo). Se ha demostrado que el uso de juegos digitales en la formación profesional de los educadores sociales es un vector innovador y prometedor para la modernización del proceso educativo en las instituciones de educación superior modernas en su conjunto.


INTRODUCCIÓN
In the modern educational space of higher education institutions, the use of digital games in the process of professional training is a topical issue today. In Ukraine, digital computer video games are the most common form today, so the categories “computer games”, "digital games", “video games” are used as synonymous terms, used to describe games that take place on different types of computer monitors. There are types of digital games that combine portable electronic, console, video, audio and arcade games. The concept of "virtual game reality" stimulates the user to perform actions on the simulated system and shows the effects in real time.

It should be taken into account that computer games, their forms, types, features of influence on personality, possibilities of application in education have become the subject of
research of cybernetics, economists, engineers, computer scientists, teachers, psychologists, physicians, sociologists, social educators.

An important place among certain areas of knowledge is currently occupied by social pedagogy, as its task is to substantiate the interaction of society and modern educational approaches, the conditions of use of games in various social forms of formal and non-formal education.

Note that most high-tech games are ineffective if players do not learn to play them, and teachers, social educators do not pay due attention to the development of methods for using games in the educational process. The influence of games on the development of players' cognitive, creative, communicative, collaborative skills contributes to the realization of a successful life in modern society (Oxford Analytica).

**ANALYSIS OF THE RESEARCH AND PUBLICATIONS**


Game-based learning is an educational process in which play plays a central role, and the concept is used to describe the use of all types of games in the learning process (Berg Marklund, 2015).

It should be noted that Marc Prensky – American scientist, educator, writer, and publicist on innovation in education first introduced this category and noted: “In the last decades of the twentieth century there was a global technological boom that affected the cognitive processes of all actors’ training” (Prensky, 2016, p. 56). He is the author of: “The world needs new curricula” (Prensky, 2014); “Education to improve their world: realizing the potential of children of the XXI century” (Prensky, 2016).

Bergom Marklund’s scientific work states: “From the beginning of the XXI century begins the period of development of serious computer games, the purpose of which was not only to satisfy the desire of players to have fun, but also the realization of their educational needs” (Berg Marklund, 2015, p. 16).

The period we are studying covers the beginning of the XXI century and continues to this day. To determine the individual stages of development of game-centered learning, the following criteria were outlined:

- Intensification of scientific research of digital game-centered learning;
- Development, implementation of alternative educational models;
- integrating the efforts of formal and informal organizations to support digital game-centered learning;
- Dynamic development of digital technologies and their implementation in educational practices;
- Acquisition of global game-centered learning of global characteristics.

On the basis of the defined criteria 3 historical stages of development of digital game-centered training in the world are allocated: the first - 2001-2009 - a stage of preparation of educational innovations; the second - 2010-2015 - the stage of implementation of new educational models; the third - from 2016 to the present - the stage of globalization of game-centered learning (Tkachenko, 2015).

The first stage of development of digital game-center training 2001-2009 - the need for educational innovation corresponds to the year of the opening in New York of the first alternative school “Questto Learn”, which was implemented on the basis of game-centered approach, which was embodied in the curriculum developed by experts from the Game Institut (World Government Summit, Oxford Analytica, 2016).
According to M. Prensky (2006), 2001 was marked by the emergence of a new educational paradigm: “Digital game-centered learning is an alternative used with astonishing and growing success, and its mechanism works in educational organizations, secondary and higher schools and military institutions, from preschool to business training based on the use of games” (p. 94).

Thus, a new educational paradigm is formed - learning through play, and gradually emerges on the following grounds:

• Preschoolers learn the alphabet and learn to read using computer games;
• Elementary school students learn content with the help of Play Station, while the level of academic success increases by 30-42%;
• Computer chess games become an essential part of the program of secondary education institutions;
• Computer games that use a set of texts occupy one of the first places among the sales of software;
• Sociologists play multiplayer online games to study the essence of political processes, including the electoral system;
• Financial workers use computer games to develop their competencies;
• Politicians play the game “SimCity-style” to understand the functioning of the health care system,
• Business leaders play on dynamic game simulators “HR” to learn how to operate refineries;
• Engineers use games to learn new technologies;
• Military personnel are trained by playing video games that simulate real battles (Prensky, 2006).

The discussion on the usefulness of using different types of computer games ends somewhat at the beginning of the XXI century, and its positive consequences paved the way for further use of games in the education of people of different ages in formal and non-formal education (Geta et al., 2018).

METHODOLOGY

The theoretical and methodological basis of the study is an interdisciplinary practice-oriented concept of studying the process of using digital games in the professional training of social teachers.

To solve the problems used general scientific methods:

1) Method of analysis and synthesis (in order to reveal the conceptual and categorical apparatus of research and scientific justification of the process of using digital games in the professional training of social teachers);
2) Scientific abstraction, induction and deduction (generalization of domestic and foreign experience in the study of this issue);
3) Abstract-logical (for theoretical generalization of research results and formulation of conclusions);
4) Special methods: mathematical and statistical processing of research results (for analysis of the survey);
5) Cross-tabulation and filtering results (for survey analysis);
6) Comparative data (for the analysis of the survey);
7) Data analysis (for survey analysis);
8) Grouping, mean, standard deviation, regression, determination of the sample size, hypothesis testing (for survey analysis);
9) personalized Excel spreadsheets, graphical data expression (for survey analysis).
The use of different methods presents the resulting data collected from a sample of respondents who participated in the survey. This data is comprehensive information collected from the target audience on a specific topic of interest for research based on this collected data. All methods allowed us to obtain objective information.

RESULTS


Berg Marklund proved the long-term positive effects of video games on such mental processes as: perception, attention, imagination, memory, decision making. Currently, it is believed that computer games are created not only for entertainment, but also act as an important means of developing such skills as: coordination of movements and vision; spatial orientation; resource management; team work; communication; problem solving; reflective practices (Quest to Learn, n.d.).

The second stage of development of digital game-centered learning covered the years 2010-2015 and was the time of implementation of the latest educational models - educational innovations. During the second stage, two trends in the use of computer games begin to emerge: the first - a holistic educational curriculum for schools on the basis of game-centered learning and the second - the use of computer games in the study of individual school subjects (Berg Marklund, 2015).

The third stage of development of digital game-centered learning begins in 2016 and continues to this day. In 2016, a global government summit was held in the United States, which addressed the issue of “gamification” and the future of education (World Government Summit, Oxford Analytica, 2016). Based on the results of a study conducted by experts from Oxford Analytics (n.d.), where scientists expanded the content of the category “gamification” in the publication of reports: “Gamification and the future of education”, where the concept of “gamification” was interpreted as the use of digital gaming elements.

It is no coincidence that the problems of “gamification” in education have been the subject of discussion at the world government summit, as the amount of time that modern pupils and students devote to computer games and communication on the Internet is growing (Tkachenko, 2015).

The use of computer games is an effective way to develop education, as games provide active experimental learning and gaming activities, encourage research on issues of global importance, interest in emotional activity, help develop critical thinking and problem-solving skills, stimulate the development of digital skills (Geta et al., 2018).

Based on the historical-retrospective analysis of the use of computer games and the study of the peculiarities of their use in the educational process, the leading trends in the implementation of digital game-centered learning were identified, namely:

- Introduction of computer games in the educational environment in the study of individual disciplines and in the implementation of integrated educational projects (social-humanitarian, natural-mathematical art);
- Implementation of alternative training focused on the dominant use of gaming activities, based on a specially designed curriculum (complete “gamification” of educational institutions);
- Use of computer games to teach people with special educational needs;
- Development of digital game-centered learning in the context of integration of formal and non-formal education and a combination of public and private sources of funding;
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• Use of computer games for the education of future citizens of the global world (Berg Marklund, 2015).

For the development of digital game-centered learning it is necessary to combine the efforts of public, private, charitable, public institutions and organizations that prepare for the study of game design, training, organize exhibitions, competitions, festivals, which is the main direction of modern education.

The attention of the American public in the early 2000s was drawn to the urgent need to increase the level of knowledge in educational institutions about STEM disciplines: science (science), technology (technology), engineering (Mathematics), mathematics (Mathematics), combined in one block, based on the use of digital technologies and the Internet (Berg Marklund, 2015).

The application of methods of systematization and generalization allowed to state that the rapid development of digital technologies has significantly influenced the transformation of social and pedagogical approaches to training future social workers (Berg Marklund, 2015). Computer science helps young professionals to learn and express themselves through digital technologies. Having mastered the basic knowledge and skills, future social workers, social educators are able to create games, animations, websites and blogs, digital gadgets. Studying computer science is an effective way to get a quality education and create a foundation for a successful professional career (Berg Marklund, 2015).

Among the digital games used in the study of STEM-disciplines, a special place is occupied by epistemological games, which are based on simulation processes. The name “epistemological” comes from the Greek words “episteme” - knowledge, “logos” - teaching, because these games explore the process of acquiring knowledge, the structure of knowledge, their functioning and development. Simulation is a modeling of a natural phenomenon that allows dynamic and interactively with the subject of research. The use of simulations is appropriate and useful in the study of social sciences. Interactive characteristics of the simulation allow not only to observe the course of the phenomenon, but also to influence it, to experiment with (Levasseur, 2012; Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine, 2017).

Among the scientists who have studied the impact of video game use on learning effectiveness, a special place is occupied by James Paul Gue (James Paul Gee) – an American scientist who conducted research in the field of pedagogy (the use of video games in education) (Prensky, 2016). In 2003, James Paul Guy conducted a study on “What Video Games Give to Teach Us to Literate” and singled out learning principles in the context of computer video games. These principles are formed as a result of early scientific work on the practical study of learning as a social activity. The scientist persuaded educators, parents, politicians, journalists and public figures, social workers to question conservative assumptions about the harmfulness of computer games and transform them into educational practices (Prensky, 2007).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Quite productive and interesting for modern educational practice is defined by James Paul Guy 16 stages of specialists to study STEM disciplines: (Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine, 2017; Prensky, 2016).

1. Identity. Players form a new identity through playing video games. The scientist emphasizes that there can be no question of deep assimilation of knowledge as long as students do not show a pronounced motivation for long-term learning.

2. Interaction: communication takes place between the player and the game. The scientist quotes Plato's words about the passivity of books in the sense that readers cannot force books to talk to them in a way that occurs when one person has a real dialogue with another during a face-to-face meeting. Games interact, speak in a peculiar way, with the player, nothing happens in the
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game until the player makes a decision and begins to act, then the game begins to respond, responding to the actions of the player, sets him new tasks.

3. **Creativity.** Players help to make up a story through some form of interaction, such as solving a puzzle or completing a level (computer game). Players are producers, not just consumers, writers, not just readers, so in simple games, players become co-creators of games, by performing actions and making decisions, at the simplest levels, players jointly develop games through their actions and the decisions they make to accept them.

4. **Risk taking.** Losing in the game leads to insignificant consequences compared to real life, which motivates players to take risks. Good video games reduce the negative effects of a loss and create the conditions for accepting a loss, and players can start playing again from the last saved stage of the game before they fail. Players are encouraged to take risks, explore and try to act in new ways. In the game, loss is a motivating element, where players use initial failures as ways to find new solutions and get feedback on the progress made. University education provides students with far fewer opportunities for risk, research, and trial and error (Quest to Learn, n.d.).

5. **Settings.** Games usually offer a customization level so that users can play- and succeed - at the level of their gaming competence. Players can usually, in one way or another, adapt the game to their own learning and game styles. Games often have different levels of difficulty and many good games allow players to solve problems in different ways. In role-playing games, each player chooses distinctive features for his character and determines how the game will take place. Players can even try new game styles. Individually tuned university programs should not only correspond to the speed of knowledge acquisition by individual students, but also be adapted to their interests, desires, learning styles.

6. **Management.** Players control the game sphere, thanks to the listed principles, they feel real control over the game and over what they do, such a feeling of power over educational activities is practically impossible in the student environment (Quest to Learn, n.d.).

7. **Well-organized tasks.** Orderly problems - the game environment contains tasks that follow each other, allowing the player's skills to grow and develop. In smart video games, the tasks given to players are arranged in such a way as to lead players to form hypotheses that will help them solve complex problems. Due to the good organization of the problem space of the game, there are different levels of complexity of game actions (Quest to Learn, n.d.).

8. **Challenge and consolidation.** Smart games offer players a set of challenging tasks and then allow them to solve those tasks until they become routine for the players and are automatically solved by them. Then the game puts forward a new class of tasks for the players, which requires them to rethink the ways of acquiring skills, learning something new and integrating this new into the system of previously acquired skills. This cycle is called the “examination cycle” and is the path that a player must take to become an expert in gaming.

9. **Timely and on demand.** Players receive the necessary information just when they need it, not before, which teaches them patience, perseverance and improves the ability to think critically. Games almost always provide verbal support, either “just in time”, i.e. when they need it and can use it, or “on demand”, when players feel the need, want to receive information, are ready to receive it and use it productively. The submission of educational material should take place in a similar way at the university (Quest to Learn, n.d.).

10. **Situational understanding.** Games always give the meaning of words in the names of actions, images and dialogues that relate directly to them and show the meaning of words by varying different actions, images and dialogues, they do not offer words for words, but offer them to perform game actions.

11. **Pleasant obstacles.** Game tasks must be challenging enough for players to throw at them challenges, but be easy enough for players to believe in the possibility of overcoming them. Due to most of the above principles, good games are always close in terms of difficulty, but at the next level
of competence of the player, that is, they are perceived as a difficult but accessible task that puts the player in a position of high motivation.

12. **System thinking.** Games encourage players to think about relationships, rather than isolated events, facts, and skills. In a game like Rise of Nations, players need to think about how each action they take can affect their future actions and the actions of other players playing against them, as each of them leads their civilizations through the ages. In a massively multiplayer game like World of War Craft, players must think about the consequences of their actions not only for all aspects of the game world, but also for many other players. In our complex global world, the ability to think systematically is important for everyone.

13. **Research, lateral thinking, rethinking goals.** Games force players to expand situational knowledge and take into account the various possible consequences of actions, encourage players to carefully study the situation before moving too fast to think laterally (creatively and indirectly), not just linearly, use research results and lateral thinking to rethink their goals from time to time.

14. **Reasonable means and distributed knowledge.** Using game tools, players gain the ability to share their knowledge with others. The virtual character, or characters that are manipulated in the game and many other components in the game world, are actually “smart tools”. Virtual characters have their own skills and knowledge, which they pass on to players. In massively multiplayer games, players work in teams, where each participant contributes their unique skills, and the basic knowledge needed to play today is shared between real people's teams and their clever virtual characters. Smart tools and distributed knowledge are keys to modern jobs, but this approach is not always implemented in modern schools.

15. **Cross-functional commands.** Players play in cross-functional teams and must use everyone’s knowledge and skills in combinations and collaborations to progress in the game. When players play a massively multiplayer game, such as World of war craft, they often work in teams (guilds), in which each player has a set of skills, and in such groups, players are bound by their desire to jointly perform a game task, rather than primarily, their racial, class, ethnic or sexual affiliation. These characteristics can be available as resources for the whole group, if they are needed, and when the player wants to use them, so such cross-functional teams are organized for modern activities, although this approach is not always implemented in educational institutions.

16. **Acquisition of competence in the course of game tasks.** Competence is formed by performing actions. Intelligent video games operate on the principle that is the opposite of what is implemented in educational institutions - performance before competence. Players can perform an action before they are competent, supported by game design, clever means of play, and often the support of other, more experienced players (multiplayer games in chat rooms or physical space) (Quest to Learn, n.d.).

As a leading expert in game-centered learning, defining the learning principles, opportunities that give games, J. Guy in 2003 asked the question: “How to organize learning? With or without games for implementing in modern learning principles”? The answer was unequivocal; you need to learn to use games in the educational process (Prensky, 2007). Note that the “Guidelines for the implementation of STEM - education in educational institutions of Ukraine for the 2017–2018 school year”, posted on the website of the Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine, due attention to foreign experience in the use of computer games in the educational process (Computer Science Teachers Association [CSTA], 2017; Eichenbaum et al., 2014).

It is undeniable that STEM - education is aimed at activating teachers and students to use games in the educational process, and this stage is characterized by cooperation of public, private, public organizations to support the development of digital game-centered learning, assistance in implementing innovative educational models (Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine, 2017).
Prospects for the development of digital game-centered learning were identified by the American scientist M. Prensky (2007). The scientist’s prediction about computer games is formulated in the following provisions:

- Games will become more realistic, exploratory and such that give players a feeling of complete immersion in the game reality;
- Games will take place online and can be played by a large number of users;
- Games will combine the best narratives, characters and realize the interaction between them;
- Most games will be dedicated problems of human interaction;
- Communication and cooperation will become more important elements of the game;
- Players will be able to create their own games according to the desired scenario;
- There will be new game forms and games with new themes;
- Entertaining games will be publicly available;
- Games will be of the highest quality;
- Games will become more exciting and interesting.

Generalized research results and prospects for the use of computer games scientists James P. Gee (2005a; 2005b; 2007; 2008), Richard Halverson (Richard Halverson), David W. Schaffer (2005), Shapiro J. (2014; 2018) formulated in such provisions:

- video games are virtual learning worlds characterized by strong educational potential, because by playing games, students form effective social skills, have the opportunity to explore new identities;
- video games are important because they allow students to learn new worlds, think, speak and act - to live, performing roles that are not available to them in traditional reality;
- Creating virtual worlds, games integrate knowledge and actions;
- Games combine situational understanding, effective social practices, strong identities and shared values that enable players to play the role of experts;
- Playing games, students learn, constantly receiving new information;
- Video games are important because they allow people to participate in new worlds, allow players to think, speak and act - to live in virtual reality, performing roles that are not available to them outside the game space;
- The task for game designers and universities is to understand how to shape the educational process;
- Video games can change the methodology of education;
- The use of video games allows the education system to move beyond traditional disciplines.

The use of computer games enhances the freedom of experimentation, identity and social realities, deepens personal experience by developing three basic needs for motivation:

- Competence (the student feels the process of mastering new knowledge and skills);
- Autonomy (the student feels control over the educational process);
- Interconnectedness (the student feels a connection with colleagues during the educational process).

Given the above, we can say that gamification is becoming part of the future of education. However, only after conducting pilot research programs that will show where it is most useful to apply (McCall, 2011).

We describe the technological prerequisites:

- Technology dominates most of the discourse of gamification, but gamification does not always involve the use of computer games;
- One of the most important technological prerequisites for gamification is a fully internalized educational system (Hangen, 2015).
Educational prerequisites:
- Teachers must be able to select the most appropriate elements of gamification to teach the subjects they teach, as well as have the ability to consistently and gradually implement gamification;
- Crucial to teachers are the ability to respond to the individual needs of students when they arise, to assess the impact of gamification in real time and on an ongoing basis;
- For the successful dissemination of gamification, it is advisable to conduct broad outreach work among the public;
- Professional and thorough preparation of gamified educational content should be in the field of constant attention of game designers, scientists, educators, all those who may be involved in the manufacture and use of computer games.

The key figure in the implementation of digital game-centered learning is teacher; therefore, it is advisable to develop recommendations for teachers of higher education. To implement this task, research work was conducted, which consisted of four stages:
- The recommendations of foreign scientists who offer to use digital games for educational purposes are analyzed;
- Studied the difficulties of implementing an innovative approach that teachers face, and clarified ways to overcome them;
- The preconditions for the use of digital games in the educational process are studied;
- Based on the results of the study, recommendations for the use of computer games in the educational process are formulated.

We describe the results obtained during the implementation of each stage.

A prerequisite for the successful use of digital games in the educational process is the awareness of teachers of the following provisions:
- Computer games activate, not displace from the educational process, the interaction between teacher and students, do not transform his work;
- Digital games are tools that teachers can use to improve learning;
- Computer games provide a variety of approaches to the development of meta-cognitive skills through constant self-reflection and practice of a certain group of skills;
- Digital games can create a research-experimental contextualization of learning through the use of virtual simulations;
- Computer games are a good way to create an exciting interdisciplinary space in.

Understanding of these provisions comes as a result of participation in trainings, seminars, specially organized for teachers, which also contributes to the formation of teachers' motivation to use computer games. Teachers master practical skills to use computer games in teaching. We describe the practical steps that a teacher must perform to implement digital game-centered learning.

**Step 1.** Evaluate available resources.
Teachers should analyze the state of provision of technological equipment necessary for the use of computer games. The following computer resources are used for this purpose: tablets, laptops, etc. The key point in the process of evaluating technological equipment is to find out how much it can provide the implementation of educational tasks.

**Step 2.** Finding games.
Once the teacher has decided what equipment is at his disposal, you can start looking for games. This can be done through sites that offer games. It is also important to get acquainted with the experience of colleagues who use games, reading their blogs or through electronic social networks.

**Step 3.** Play games.
Once the teacher has chosen a game, he needs to play that game from start to finish. Games are not similar to textbooks or handouts, and the process of preparing a teacher to use games is not similar to working with a textbook, i.e. it will not be enough to just read the content. It is also insufficient to get acquainted with the mechanisms of the game.

Before students begin to play, the teacher must acquaint them with the categories, concepts used in the game. When students have completed the game, teachers can discuss how to present the main conceptual idea in the game. The successful experience of teachers confirms that games can be an important tool for project-based learning.

**Step 4. Search for supporting materials.**

Digital game-centered learning is quite popular, however, finding supporting materials is not easy enough, as most sites offer only a brief description of the games. Teachers should pay attention to the sites of digital game developers, which post video lessons and other materials for teachers.

**Step 5. Study the experience of others.**

Increasing the level of pedagogical skills in the use of computer games in the educational process contributes to the observation of the process of implementation of game-centered learning by modern teachers. There are special series @Learning through games@ on the Internet, looking at which you can explore how new teachers use games in the learning process.

On the basis of the Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv, a survey was conducted among 25 teachers and 45 students of the Social Pedagogy OPP. According to the results of the survey, it became clear that respondents are ready to use different types of digital games in educational and professional activities. It is believed that digital games develop cognitive abilities and are an effective and convenient professional tool. More than 90% of respondents believe that digital games affect the personality of the future specialist. They have the following positive forms of influence: they develop cognitive, creative, communicative and collaborative skills (Among the negative - gambling addiction).

Respondents were introduced to possible areas of application of digital games in scientific fields (figure 1):
More than 90% of respondents believe that the key strategies for digital learning are:
• stimulating the development of the need to learn;
• iteration (repetition, study of the same problem from different points of view);
• creation of special educational environments: "small laboratory" (mixed reality environment that uses video cameras and digital projections to create learning scenarios);
• interaction with game designers.

Based on a study conducted at the Faculty of Psychology of Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv, which was attended by 25 teachers and 45 students of OPP “Social Pedagogy”, 8 main difficulties encountered by teachers and students during game-centered learning, suggested ways to overcome them, among them:

1) Lack of time. 35% of teachers reported that there was not enough time to implement digital game strategies; they believed that first you need to present the teaching material in the traditional way, and only then use games to consolidate what has been learned. To overcome this obstacle, it is necessary to understand that games can be implemented in the daily educational process, as the formation of basic concepts provided by the curriculum takes place in a game context, research and experimental way. Games provide an opportunity to deepen knowledge and gain new ones in the course of gaming activities;

2) High cost of games. 40% of students reported that the price of games often exceeds the available financial resources, so students do not want to spend their own money to buy games. At the initial stage of game-centered learning, you should use freely available games;

3) Insufficient technological resources. 25% of teachers reported that the lack of technological resources hinders them from implementing digital gaming strategies. As a rule, a sufficient number of technological resources are associated with the concept that every student should have a tablet or laptop during the game training. To overcome this obstacle, it is necessary to implement group game-centered learning, during which students learn to cooperate and interact with each other. You can also divide the audience into several groups: one group of students plays the game, while others are engaged in non-digital activities. It is necessary to rotate groups;

4) Difficulties in finding games that match the curriculum. 30% of teachers said that it is difficult for them to find games that correspond to the theme of daily activities to overcome this obstacle and recommend visiting the sites where the games are presented according to the possibilities of their use in the study of various disciplines. At the same time, it is important to remember that the game is an additional tool that expands the possibilities of traditional learning. It is not necessary that the topic of the game is directly related to the topic of the lesson, because games can present educational material from other perspectives, while broadening the horizons of students and deepening their skills;

5) Preparation for test assessment is the dominant curriculum. 25% of students reported that the emphasis on preparation for standardized tests makes the use of digital games problematic.
that the developers of modern digital educational games define a set of standardized skills that students must master during play activities;

6) Lack of information on where to find quality digital games. 17% of students said they did not know where to find quality digital games. To overcome this obstacle it is necessary to get acquainted with a special technique of digital games for educational activities;

7) Lack of knowledge of teachers on the integration of games into the educational process. 10% of teachers said they did not know how to implement digital games in the educational process. To overcome this obstacle, teachers are encouraged to take advantage of the following opportunities: training in special courses; consult an experienced colleague; to get acquainted with articles, manuals, which cover the use of digital games in the study of humanities;

8) Insufficient level of digital competence of teachers. 18% of students reported that teachers did not have enough digital skills. There are two ways to overcome this obstacle: to increase the level of digital competence or to use non-digital games in the educational process.

CONCLUSIONS

That is, in the Ukrainian educational realities the problem of students' lack of desire to study is becoming more and more noticeable. The main reason for this situation is a fairly common rational-pragmatic approach to learning. Of course, the implementation of digital game-centered learning is not a panacea, but its high pedagogical potential and the success of international schools in its implementation, justify the assumption that the use of computer games will be effective and give the educational process attractive characteristics. make mistakes in order to succeed, feel the happiness of self-realization.

Prospects for the development of the use of digital game-centered learning in the educational space are determined on the basis of the results of the study of gamification and the future of education.

The developed recommendations for teachers, combining the following practical steps, are analyzed:

1) Evaluation of available resources;
2) Finding games;
3) Game in game;
4) Search for auxiliary materials;
5) Studying the experience of others, etc.

Based on the analysis of the source base and own research results, recommendations for the use of computer games at three educational and social levels: educational and public, educational and institutional, educational and personal.

Today, it has been proven that games have a rich educational potential, however, it is time to focus on training specialists in the field of game design, gamification of socio-pedagogical education, experimental implementation and dissemination of research results among the general pedagogical community. In order for digital game-centered learning to be effective in Ukrainian realities, pilot programs and carefully conducted research, support for patrons, charitable foundations, and the promotion of open information exchange between universities and educational schools are needed to help advance the development of educational tools for student training.
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